Incentive Information

- Payments will be $1/switch pellet, whether submitted bare, in a lighting assembly, or in an ABS module/assembly (3 switches per assembly).

- Monies will be disbursed on a first-come, first-served basis.

- Funding began in February 2007 *

- Switches from eligible states that are received and counted after 9/12/06 will receive payment, regardless of NVMSRP roll-out date in the eligible state.

- After February 2007 payments will be made to individual dismantlers within 60-90 days.*

- Participants are requested to provide a “count” of the number of switches being returned in the collection bucket. Simply place inside the bucket before securing the lid.

*Please note that these incentives are considered income by the IRS and will require 1099 reporting at year end. Upon receipt of your first bucket, ELVS will send you a W9 form to complete and return. No payments will be made until ELVS is in receipt of the returned W9 form.